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Definition (Section/Retract Pair). A pair of morphisms C1 →
− C2 →
− C3 such that s ; r equals id .
Definition (Section). A morphism s such that there exists a morphism r such that s ; r equals id .
Definition (Retract). A morphism r such that there exists a morphism s such that s ; r equals id .
Definition (Isomorphism). A morphism i that is moth a section and a retract.
Exercise 1. Prove that λi. − i is an isomorphism from Z to Z in Set, from Z+ to Z+ in Monb , and from Z≤ to

Z≤ in Prost.

Exercise 2. Prove that a morphism i is an isomorphisms if and only if there exists a unique morphism j such that
j ; i equals id and i ; j equals id .
Definition (Inverse). j is the (necessarily unique if it exists) inverse of i when j ; i equals id and i ; j equals id .
Notation. i -1 denotes the inverse of i if it exists.
Exercise 3. Prove that, if i -1 exists, then (i -1 )-1 exists and equals i .
Definition (Isomorphic). An object C1 is isomorphic to C2 , or C1 and C2 are isomorphic, if there exists an isomorphism
i
C1 →
− C2 .
Exercise 4. Prove that “is isomorphic to“ is an equivalence relation — reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
Example. The following are categories and isomorphic pairs therein:
Set and Rel: hN, Zi, hN × N, Ni, hPN, Ri
Monb : h(L1)++ , N+ i, h(M1)+ , N+ i, h(S1)∪ , B∨ i, h(P1)∪ , B∨ i
CAT: hMonb , Monu i
Remark. There are some very important example of non-isomorphic pairs. For example, although N and Z are
isomorphic sets, the monoids N+ and Z+ are not isomorphic. Furthermore, N+ is not isomorphic to N∗ , and
(R A R); is not isomorphic to (R A R)◦ .
Exercise 5. Prove that Monb and Monu are isomoprhic (in CAT).
Remark. Because Monb and Monu are isomorphic, we will often informally refer to both as Mon.
Exercise 6. Prove that if hs, r i is a section/retract pair in C and F is a functor from C to D, then hF (s), F (r )i is
a section/retract pair in D.
Remark. This means functors preserve sections, retracts, and isomorphisms. In general, for something to preserve
structure means that if that if the inputs have that structure in the source then the outputs have that structure in
the target. In the other direction, for something to reflect structure means that if the outputs have that structure
in the target then the inputs have that structure in the source.
Exercise 7. Prove that two monoids are isomorphic only if their underlying sets are isomorphic.
Exercise 8. Prove that functors do not in general reflect sections, retracts, or isomorphisms. That is, prove that
hF (s), F (r )i can be a section/retract pair without hs, r i being a section/retract pair.
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